Team
SEGUNDO-CUARTO

Name: Vincent Cardenas
Email: vcarden@ucdavis.edu
Position: FYE Program Coordinator
Pronouns: He/Him/His

Name: Derek Fong
Email: dlkfong@ucdavis.edu
Position: FYE Peer Coordinator
Pronouns: 

Name: Belen Alcantar
Email: balcantar@ucdavis.edu
Position: FYE Peer Mentor
College: L&S
Pronouns: 
Building: Yosemite 1,2,& 4

Name: Christine Bonilla
Email: crbonilla@ucdavis.edu
Position: FYE Peer Mentor
College: CBS
Pronouns: 
Building: Tahoe & Yosemite 3

Name: Eduardo Baptista de Siqueira
Email: ebdesiqueira@ucdavis.edu
Position: FYE Peer Mentor
College: ENGR
Pronouns: 
Building: Bixby

Name: Maia Cherin
Email: mlcherin@ucdavis.edu
Position: FYE Peer Mentor
College: CAES
Pronouns: 
Building: Malcolm (EASE)

Name: Molly Doyle
Email: modoyle@ucdavis.edu
Position: FYE Peer Mentor
College: L&S
Pronouns: 
Building: Ryerson

Name: Lyndsey Wong
Email: lgwong@ucdavis.edu
Position: FYE Peer Mentor
College: CAES
Pronouns: 
Building: Miller (ABLE)

Name: Sevanna Reitter
Email: sjreitter@ucdavis.edu
Position: FYE Peer Mentor
College: L&S
Pronouns: 
Building: Gilmore
Team
TERCERO NORTH

Name: **Tamera Moore**  
Email: vtdmoore@ucdavis.edu  
Position: FYE Program Coordinator  
Pronouns: She/Her/Hers  
Building: Sequoia 4 & All Hall Support

Name: **April Yoshihara**  
Email: amyoshihara@ucdavis.edu  
Position: FYE Peer Coordinator  
Pronouns: ______  
Building: Pine

Name: **Andrea Medina**  
Email: Ammedinacas@ucdavis.edu  
Position: FYE Peer Mentor  
College: L&S  
Pronouns: ______  
Building: Live Oak

Name: **Anna De Villa**  
Email: acdevilla@ucdavis.edu  
Position: FYE Peer Mentor  
College: CAES  
Pronouns:______  
Building: Sequoia 4 & All Hall Support

Name: **Gen Gen Rojas**  
Email: grojas@ucdavis.edu  
Position: FYE Peer Mentor  
College: L&S  
Pronouns:______  
Building: Pine

Name: **Lauren Roehrs**  
Email: leroehrs@ucdavis.edu  
Position: FYE Peer Mentor  
College: CBS  
Pronouns:______  
Building: Scrub Oak (Aggie Explorers)

Name: **Jenny Calixto**  
Email: jcalixto@ucdavis.edu  
Position: FYE Peer Mentor  
College: L&S  
Pronouns:______  
Building: Sequoia 1, 2, & 3 (We Are First)

Name: **Lucia Gonzalez**  
Email: lgonzalezgamez@ucdavis.edu  
Position: FYE Peer Mentor  
College: L&S  
Pronouns:______  
Building: Mahogany

Name: **Shachar-Lee Yaakobovitz**  
Email: syaakobovitz@ucdavis.edu  
Position: FYE Peer Mentor  
College: L&S  
Pronouns:______  
Building: Hawthorn
Team
TERCERO SOUTH

Name: Tamera Moore
Email: vtdmoore@ucdavis.edu
Position: FYE Program Coordinator
Pronouns: She/Her/Hers

Name: Anusha Klinder
Email: abklinder@ucdavis.edu
Position: FYE Peer Coordinator
Pronouns: ______

Name: Ailsa Song
Email: wsong@ucdavis.edu
Position: Ret. FYE Peer Mentor
College: CBS
Pronouns: _____
Building: Laben 1, 2 & 3

Name: Daniela Ruvalcaba
Email: druvalcabagomez@ucdavis.edu
Position: FYE Peer Mentor
College: CAES
Pronouns: _____
Building: Madrone

Name: Devapriya Roy
Email: dnroy@ucdavis.edu
Position: FYE Peer Mentor
College: L&S
Pronouns: _____
Building: Cottonwood

Name: Elsie Villanueva
Email: elsvectornuevo@ucdavis.edu
Position: FYE Peer Mentor
College: L&S
Pronouns: _____
Building: Laben 1, 2 & All Hall Support

Name: Griselda Cervantes
Email: gcervantes@ucdavis.edu
Position: FYE Peer Mentor
College: L&S
Pronouns: _____
Building: Redwood

Name: Katrina Oriente
Email: krorizonte@ucdavis.edu
Position: FYE Peer Mentor
College: CBS
Pronouns: _____
Building: Wall (Health Sciences)

Name: Kendall Galvez
Email: kcgalvez@ucdavis.edu
Position: FYE Peer Mentor
College: ENGR
Pronouns: _____
Building: Kearney (LEADR/Engineering)
Name: **Erin Mross**  
Email: ermross@ucdavis.edu  
Position: FYE Program Coordinator  
Pronouns: She/Her/Hers

Name: **Simranjit Kaur**  
Email: sjikaur@ucdavis.edu  
Position: FYE Peer Coordinator  
Pronouns: ______

Name: **Citlali Plaza**  
Email: ccplaza@ucdavis.edu  
Position: LLC Peer Mentor  
College: L&S  
Pronouns: ______  
LLC: Casa Cuauhtémoc (CASA)

Name: **Jalen Tarpley**  
Email: jttarpley@ucdavis.edu  
Position: LLC Peer Mentor  
College: ENGR  
Pronouns: ______  
LLC: African and African American (AAA)

Name: **James Aleman**  
Email: jazaleman@ucdavis.edu  
Position: LLC Peer Mentor  
College: ENGR  
Pronouns: ______  
LLC: Rainbow House

Name: **Maggie Olmos**  
Email: Olmos@ucdavis.edu  
Position: LLC Peer Mentor  
College: L&S  
Pronouns: ______  
LLC: Casa Cuauhtémoc (CASA)

Name: **Shristi Sigdel**  
Email: ssigdel@ucdavis.edu  
Position: LLC Peer Mentor  
College: L&S  
Pronouns: ______  
LLC: Middle East/South Asian (MESA)

Name: **Victoria Lee**  
Email: villee@ucdavis.edu  
Position: LLC Peer Mentor  
College: CBS  
Pronouns: ______  
LLC: Asian Pacific American Theme House (APATH)

Name: **Ying Lu**  
Email: ydlu@ucdavis.edu  
Position: LLC Peer Mentor  
College: ENGR  
Pronouns: ______  
LLC: Global Engagement Opportunity (GEO)